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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background 
IT service provider ARINSO specialises in human resources (HR). Its clients can fully
outsource their personnel departments to the internationally operating company. This
service includes a contact centre for the employees of the client. Moreover, ARINSO
supplies the personnel who answer employees’ questions through this contact centre.

Challenge
More and more multinationals are choosing to outsource their HR tasks completely. This is
an expensive business for ARINSO, especially in Europe, not only because of the different
languages but also because of the diverse legislation. ARINSO therefore wanted to
centralise its service centres as much as possible, but without having to bring together
specialists from each country for specific subjects at a single site. The technology itself had
to be located at a central location for simpler management and improved security. What is
more, ARINSO wanted to be able to set up new local contact centres at very short notice.

Solution
ARINSO integrated the Cisco IP Contact Center (IPCC) Enterprise Edition into its own HR
Outsourcing infrastructure for European multinationals. IPCC consists not only of Cisco's
ICM software (Intelligent Contact Management), but also Cisco IP telephony components
such as Call Manager, Voice Gateways and IP telephones. The contact centre workers
chose for themselves whether they work with an IP telephone set or with SoftPhone
software on their computer. The technological node is situated in Brussels, while the head
office of the contact centre staff is in Barcelona. In addition, there are another five local
contact centres in other countries with some 150 staff members. The agents in Barcelona
only answer routine questions. More complicated queries are diverted to a specialist from
the country of the caller.

Results
Because the experts of the contact centre can work from their own country, ARINSO
avoids the considerable costs of relocating to Barcelona. What is more, ARINSO can take
over workers from clients. So there are no redundancies for the client and ARINSO does
not have to invest in recruitment or training. With Cisco’s technology, moreover, it is
perfectly possible to set up a new contact centre from one week to the next, allowing
ARINSO to expand the number of service centres according to the requirements. The
telephony runs through the computer network, so each local contact centre immediately
has the same possibilities as the central contact centre in Barcelona. All locations are linked
with the technological node in Brussels, where the applications are running, via a wide area
network (based on MPLS, MultiProtocol Label Switching).z

IT service provider ARINSO specialises in

human resources (HR). The company,

established in 1994 and with a head office

in Belgium, is active in 22 countries across

the world and has more than 1250

employees. ARINSO became known for its

system integration services relating to

personnel policy and today it also gives

advice on human resources. A third

activity, which is becoming increasingly

important, is the 'ARINSO People

Services', which allows clients to outsource

their personnel departments completely.

This services package also includes a

contact centre where employees of the

client can get help with their queries and

which is staffed by ARINSO itself.

“Multinational companies often have to

provide personnel administration in quite

a few different countries – the payment of

salaries, arranging travel and holidays, etc.

Due to the diversity of national regulations

and laws, some of these companies often

employ one personnel staff member per 50

employees. That is an expensive business,”

says Michel Vereeken, Service Centre

Global Architect at ARINSO. To save on

costs and concentrate on their core

activities, more and more of these

companies are not surprisingly outsource

non-strategic HR tasks to service providers

such as ARINSO.

“ARINSO NO LONGER USES TRADITIONAL TELEPHONY FOR ITS HR SERVICE CENTRES. FOR US, IP

TELEPHONY IS THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE. WITH THIS SYSTEM WE COULD CENTRALISE OUR

CONTACT CENTRES AND MANAGE THE ENTIRE INFRASTRUCTURE FROM A SINGLE LOCATION. AT THE

SAME TIME, OUR NATIONAL SPECIALISTS CAN CONTINUE TO WORK LOCALLY AND THE SYSTEM IS

FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO CREATE NEW CONTACT CENTRES QUICKLY”.

Michel Vereeken, Service Centre Global Architect at ARINSO



However, developing a centralised contact centre for a

multinational is not that simple, especially if the company is active

in different European countries. “Europe is a real mishmash of

different legislation. A salary expert from Belgium, for example,

can’t do much with his know-how in France. Moreover, there are

also legal requirements so that, for instance, the administration of

pensions has to be managed in your own country,” explains

Michel Vereeken. That’s why ARINSO looked for a way of

centralising its contact centres as much as possible, but without

having to bring together the specialists in national matters at that

same location.

Integration of telephony and HR platform
“Most of the questions with which employees call can simply be

answered by non-specialist personnel. Then only knowledge of

languages is important,” according to Michel Vereeken “For other

questions, however, they have to speak to the experts. The simple

questions come directly to the central service centre through our

new contact centre – more complex queries are diverted to a

relevant expert, who can work from any location.”

To make all this possible, ARINSO integrated the Cisco IP Contact

Center (IPCC) Enterprise Edition into its own HR Outsourcing

infrastructure for European multinationals. IPCC includes not only

Cisco's Intelligent Contact Management (ICM) software, but also

Cisco IP telephony components such as Call Manager, Voice

Gateways and IP telephone sets. Cisco and Dimension Data took

care of the implementation.

The ICM software ensures that the calls go to the right agent.

Thanks to the integration of IPCC with ARINSO’s own

application, HR Workspace, the agents also get the employee’s file

immediately on their computer screen. The contact centre staff can

choose whether they work with a separate IP telephone or with

Cisco SoftPhone software, which runs on their PC. “We prefer the

SoftPhone because it allows all telephony to be integrated with our

application for employee management. So the telephone knows

exactly what is happening on the screen and vice versa,” explains

Michel Vereeken.

Efficient use of specialist knowledge 
The decision in favour of IP telephony was made immediately and

it was radical. “Our platform is fully based on IP – so we were not

planning to use traditional telephone technology,” says Michel

Vereeken. “Some companies use hybrids but we don’t. We

definitely did not want to invest in equipment for a traditional

contact centre because we are convinced that traditional telephony

is gradually being displaced by IP telephony. That’s why we opted

for future-oriented technology. With traditional methods we would

have run into problems very quickly because of the lack of

flexibility in setting up new contact centres.”

ARINSO itself calls the integrated software a hub and spokes

model. The technological node, which is largely built using IPCC

technology from Cisco, is in Brussels, at ARINSO itself as well as

in an external data centre. Besides this technological hub, there is

also the head office of the call centre staff in Barcelona. 

In addition, there are five local call centres or spokes in other

countries with some 150 staff members.

Employees of clients from European countries always phone the

contact centre through a central 0800 number, so that technologi-

cally each call runs through Brussels. Interactive Voice Response

(IVR) scripts ensure that they are put through to the most suitable

contact centre agent. For 75 per cent of the calls, a non-specialist

member of staff from the central contact centre in Barcelona can

answer the query. If this isn’t the case, then callers are connected to

an expert from their country of origin. This is necessary for 20 to

30 per cent of all incoming queries. Five per cent of the questions

go back to the company itself because the answer depends, for

example, on a decision from the company management. “Because

the experts among our contact centre staff can work from their

own country, we avoid the considerable costs of relocating to

Barcelona. Anyway, it wouldn’t have been efficient to use such –

expensive – specialists for routine questions,” says Michel

Vereeken.

Central management, flexible expansion
ARINSO has been considering installing IP telephony for some

time, but because of a new, big client with 70,000 to 80,000

employees in Europe, the plunge was taken more quickly. Then

once again it became clear that what ARINSO needed above all

was a flexible solution. “We chose the IPCC solution because we

needed a system that we could roll out and manage centrally, and

so required minimum technology in the local spokes. At the same

time, it also had to be feasible to establish new local contact

centres very quickly, for example for a new customer. With Cisco’s

technology it is perfectly possible to set up a new contact centre

from one week to the next. So we can expand gradually, depending

on our requirements.”

The central IP telephony infrastructure offers even more

advantages. “All our sites are linked with each other via MPLS

leased lines. So a local contact centre can straightaway have the

same technological possibilities as the central hub in Barcelona.

After all, all centres are connected with the technological node in

Brussels, where the applications are running,” explains Michel

Vereeken.
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Interestingly, ARINSO does not think that the savings on

telephony costs are the most important thing. “No matter from

which country, all calls go straight to our network and are directed

technologically from Brussels. This centralisation of telephony on

our own computer network provides not only substantial savings

on telephone costs, but also on support and management. Because

it all happens in Brussels. Normally, there would be someone at

each contact centre to take care of technical support, but this isn’t

necessary now. Moreover, we often take over HR staff from our

clients if they outsource their HR department to us completely.

Now they can get to work in our local offices. So no jobs are lost

and we don’t have to recruit and train new people. So we save

considerably on relocation costs and salaries and for us this is still

more significant than the savings on telephony.”

An additional advantage of the technical centralisation in the

Brussels hub is improved security. After all, ARINSO works with

very confidential data such as information about salaries. “We can

afford very little downtime and have to recover the data very

quickly if something does go wrong. Because all the technology is

in Brussels, we can better protect our data now. All the data is

stored centrally, with a backup and fully redundant,” according to

Michel Vereeken. 

In any case, the contact centre staff hardly notice the underlying

technology. This is also important, explains Michel Vereeken. 

“The labour costs in Europe are high and so technology has to

boost the productivity of each staff member as much as possible,

so that he can concentrate on his job.”

Expansion plans
The new IP telephony infrastructure is not yet fully implemented

but ARINSO is already thinking about an expansion. “Currently,

our platform is suitable for 200 staff. All these connections will be

in use before the end of 2003, beginning of 2004. Then perhaps

we’ll have to expand, but that’s no problem. It’s very simple with

IP technology from Cisco. Our present infrastructure can support

up to 500 users without us having to take any drastic action,” 

says Michel Vereeken.

The communication options for the contact centres are also still

open to expansion. “At the moment, people can reach our contact

centres by telephone, fax and e-mail. In the future, we want to add

to this interaction through the web and via chat. Many clients are

still a little concerned about the security for this, so we’re just

waiting for a change in attitudes,” concludes Michel Vereeken.


